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Communique of the meeting- · 

The Conference of. the Committee on ~isarmament today held its 675th.plenary 

meeting irt the Palais des Nations,:. Gen€lva, under· the chairmanship of 

Mr. Olajide Ala, representative of Nigeria. 

Stateme·nts were made by the representatives of the United Kingdom of Great Britain 

and Northern Ireland~ the United States of America and Pakistan. 

The' delegation o'f· the Uilited Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Irelarid 

submitted a "Working paper-. on safeguards against the employment of multiple explosions· 

to simuJ.ate earthquakes" (CCD/459) • 

. The. delegation o:f the' United States of America submitted a "Working paper on . 

interno,tional standards of comparison for military expenditures" (CCD/460). 

The next meeting of the Conference will be held on Tuesday, 29·July ·1975, 

at 10• 30 a.m. 

\ ' 

* 
* -)(-

.. ;_. 
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Mr. ALLEN (United Kingdom): \Vhel1 I addressed the Conference on 17 July 

I m-entioned that my delegation had in the past tabled several papers on the 

possibilities of overcoming the technical difficulties in the way of a comprehensive 

test ban. Distinguished delegates should now have in front'of them a further 

--paper (CCD/459) by my delegation on the limited possibilities of using multiple 

explosions to circumvent a test ban. 

This working paper is based on the broad band seismic discrimination techniques 

which have beenreported in earlier papers. Here the models already developed are 

used to examine the claim that a series of carefully planned explosions could 

simulate earthquakes and -!;hereby evade detection under certain types of test ban. 

The results show that, using a broad band seismometer, one could identify the 

explosive origin of components within the series with yields of 50 kts or more. 

The paper concludes by emphasizing the value of research on techniques which would 

increase the uncertainty in the mind of a potential violator about his ability to 

escape detection and identification. 

Mr. MARTIN (United States of America): Today I vrould like to address 

some issues raised in the Secretary-General's 1974 report on the reduction of military 

budgets (A/9770) and to table a working paper suggesting some practical steps that 

this Committee could take toward the goal of creating conditions under which the 

limi tati.on of military expenditures might l:)e achieved. 

We are all conscious of the vast economic resources that are no>v devoted to 

maintaining and strengthening the world's military establishments. According to 

estimates made by the United States Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, the world's 

military expenditures, after allowing for price changes, rose at an average rate 

of 2. 6 per cent per year in the decad13 follmving 1963, and in 1973 amounted to 

approximately $275,000 million. These can only be rough estimates, in view of 

the uncertainties in the data, but it is clear that the burden of these high 

levels of military expenditure is felt by virtually all countries, both developed 

and developing. 

These levels have understandably occasioned widespread concern. Many have 

deplored the diversion of important resources to military programmes when there 

are so many pressing economic and social needs which require attention. No one can 

be satisfied vli th this situation. But merely to deplore it is not enough, and to 
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(V.tr._Martin, United States) 

1L'1.cerestimate the difficulties that must be overcome if the P:f.tuation is to be 

changed would be self-deceiving. The worla·· vTould ·clearly benefit if security 

could be' achieved at less cost and resources coUld thUs ba freed for other ptirposes. 
I 

But recognizing th?,t such benefits might o'ccur does not make it any less difficult ! 

to achieve a~ee~ent on limitations" Moreover, until the difficulties are r~solved, 
it vrould be. premature· to consider such questions as th~ dispcsitiori of funds that 

I 

might be saved through military expenditure limitations. 

· ·-J.li~itary expenditures reflect each nation: s perception of the' effort i t·must · 

make to: pro~id~ for its bwn se'cur.ity and to~: contribute to international s~abili ty. 

Arms c'bntrol negotiations have generally. recognized this-fact and have accordingly 

focused on the objects of military expenditures-- forces,·w8apoP~, activities? 

and systems --·rather than on the expe~dit1..1.res ih~mselves. This focus has 

characterized, for example, the strategic ar:ms limitation t.hlks between the 

Uni\;~d States .. aEd the Soviet Un.ion, the mutual and balanced ~force reduction· 

negotiations in Europe, and the multilatera}_ negotiations in this Conmiittee. 

·The United States co~tinues to believe that, under present' circums~ances, 
agr8ements' directly li~iting military e~:P~~ditures themselves are not pra'Cticable. 

It.- carmot be ~xpect~d 'tha-t' any -c::~~errunent c~uld undertake to liJJii't OT reduce its· 

military exp~~di tur~s''as'· an ~r~~- ci::mtJ::ot measure unless if \vas confident that doing 

so wo1.1ld riot detract from. its s~~urit;y< A._y agr~ed limi t!"l.ti.~ ~1s or reductio:ns would 

have to provide assuranc'e that nb one co-i:mtry is dHladvantagec1 and that destabilizing 

imbalances that could' adversel;y~- affect' inter:1ational security are prevented~ To set 

forth t'hese reg~ireme~ts;. ho.wev'er, is' not to· say that agreed .. lim.i'tatidns have no 

conceii.:;able utility. Und~r certairi conditions, ·agreed expend'i ture J..:;.m:. tati'oris ~ 

ei thel_- as SUppleineli_t's to phy;~iaal limitations o:r aS indepe1'ldent measures~.- infght make 

a valU:~ble contributi_on to a:rr.J.s control efforts, 'But before 'their p~te:dtini can--

be Geriou.sly evalua.ted, ~ n~her of b~sic guestioi}::> nius't. be ·an:in.;ered. Iv:lai:zy- ·of 

these questions involve coriceptua.-r ·and t€wbnical problem~ that have not yet been. 

resolved, In .f'act, i.1ritil r~cently ·many of them. h~~y not even heen .clearly identified 

and .their exist·ence \vas no·i; -~1.:Ldeli ·recognized 9 at least in international bodies 

COr:.c;erned vTith p.r:;:ns control and disarmament. 
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----· --------

(Ytr. Martin, United States) 

This necessary first step of identifying these probiems has, hovvever, now been 

taken. I am referring-to the report on the reduction of military budgets completed 

last year by a group of experts appointed by the Secretary-General of the United Nations. 

That report addresses the essential characteristics of military expenditure limitations 

in a disarmament context. In addition, it examines a number of alternative approaches 

to such limitations. The report notes that these different approaches >vould have 

"different re~uirements, different possible effects on security and, indeed, 

different conse~uences for the release of resources for development aid" (A/9770, 
para. 34). In examining these various implicati:ons, the report ~dds a significant 

nevr dimension to previous United Nations reports that have dealt vri th military 

expenditures and their conse~uences in more general terms. Moreover, the report, 

vrhich was unanimously approved by experts from a wide cross-section of countries~· 

provides a clear exposition of the problems involved in military expenditure 

limitations and suggests the areas in which more thorough consideration is needed 

if they are to become a real possibility. 

The basic ~uestions identified by the experts fall into three general areas: 

First: How can one measure the military spending of different countries, with 

their different currencies, different fiscal and financial practices, and different 

kinds of armed forces, so as to permit effective comparisons among them? Second: How 

can limitations be formulated and applied so that no country need feel that its 

security interests could be endangered by an agreement? Third: Ho~or can compliance 

with a limitation agreement be assured and verified vii th sufficient confidence? 

The experts' report, understandably, was riot able to provide comprehensive 

answers to these ~uestions. It has, nonetheless, made an important contribution 

by formulating them and pointing out the technical issues they involve. The experts 

agreed that: "The various technical issues involved in an agreement to reduce 

militar,Y expenditures are sufficiently complex to suggest that it might be 

reasonable to take a step-by-step approach" (ibid. 1 para. 56). 
Last fall the General Assembly adopted resolution 3254 (XXIX) which re~uested 

that States convey their views on the experts' report to the Secretary-General. 

The response of my Government commended the report, especially for its survey of 

conceptual and technical _issues. It also noted that the report provided a sound 
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(Mr. Martin, United States) 

basi.s.,for fu.r.ther work on the subject and sv.ggested that;s1.1ch "rork be conducted 

'under. United Nations or CCD auspic.es. The Un,:i. ted States informed the .Secreta:cy-General 

of its willingnee;s to engage in serio'Q!3 efforts to resolv.e the conce.ptua;I. and· .. 

technical problems involved in' achieving agreements on military expendi tl;irec·.-- .>:. 

limitations tha~ would be .. ·responsive to the security needs of the :rarticipa:p.ts·, 

\f e believe that this . Committee would be an appropriate body in· "rhich t.o 

undertake such efforts 'i; particularl;)r since all eleven of. the countries that: provided 

the experts· .for the Secretary-General's report are no"r reprt:Jsented here. ·I would 

suggest.,.-··specifica:lly, : that the CCD begin by fo cusihg o:h the fi:t·st ~ and most :~'basic, 

of the·three areas identified. by'the experts-- that is, the ·q_uestion.of definition 

and measurement of m;i.li tary expenditures. .·• · 

The United· States working paper tabled today offers our views on hovr the· 9CD. 

could examine four major components of this q_uestion' •. These· elements .are: ... first, 

the definition of military expenditures; second 7 .the valuation of resources in 

the military sector;, third 9 the deflation of current price data;· and fourth~ the 

making of i.nte~national va:Lue comparisons .. 

A study of the definition of military e:xpendi tures is, in our vie"r, an essential 

·first step •. · As the experts said (X!:>id. 2 para. 12); 11A pr-erequisite for negotiating 

the reduction of' military budgets in hvo or more countrie·s ·is ·agreement on what is 

and what is not to be included in military budgets. The problem of <;lefining the 

SCOpe and content is cri tica]_· vthere ·a .State IS deCision OU ailocations .·to 

national sec:uri ty and internati·onal .de\telopment assistance will depend directly 

on the measure of corilpaTative military 1ru.dgei; J_evels. 11 Unfortunately, there is 

no accepted conceptual standa:cd of the defini ti.on and coverage of the military 

sectors of the economy? taking accou..."lt of possibilities in some areas i'or 

substituting civilian for military activities and considering the links·in the 

chairi of production leading to the military sector. Varieties o{ usage among 

nations. shoul·d be examined o.nd alternative structural classifications of mit{tary 

expenditures should be· considered~ This examination may look on the military 
i 

sector as an activity cons·cuning j_nputs~ or kinds of resources~ or as an ·activity 

providing ciu_tputs, such as types of forces, functions~ or prog-.can1mes. · 
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(lrr. 11artin, United States) 

In discussing the second basic element -- the valuation of resources in the 

military sector -- the experts noted that: "Negotiators attempting to agJ.-ee on 

equivalent reductions in military budgets 'trill be concerned to ensure, as far as 

possible, that these cuts do represent equivalent reductions in military povrer. 

It cannot be automatically assumec1 that this ivill be so" (ibid., p_§Lra. 37). 

A study of valuation would begin by assessing alternative output measUJ.-ements for 

the military sector as vrell as measurements of resource costs. It 1.vould evaluate 

the measurement of resource costs based on the value of non-milltary opportunities 

foregone and the applicability of such valuations in an arms control context. This 

'\vould include the linlcs behveen military inputs and outputs· and their relation to 

milita~J power and national security. Reaching agreement on appropriate valuation 

criteria vmuld call for an examination of theoretical and actual standards for both 

centrally...:planned and market-oriented economies. 

The iralation that has been experienced by many economies in recent years has 

underscored the importance of finding appropriate means to deflate milita~J 

expenditures for comparative purposes. A significant problem in thi~ conne:x:ion 

vrould involve determining ways to clifferentiate betvreen expenditures reflecting 

qualitative improvements in military products and those simply reflecting price 

changes. The various methods of payment or other compensation to military 

personnel constitute another problem. 

J!,inally, it vould be necessary to explore means of maJ.d.ng international value 

comparisons. In some ways the problems in this area that is, price compaTisons 

among countries -- are analogous to those in the area of price-deflation1 or price 

comparisons in one country over time. International comparisons of military 

expenditures appear to require purchasing poiver parities, or rates of transformation 

from one currency to another in vrhich relative prices betvreen countries are· 

averaged in some manner that takes account of patterns of expenditure. The use -of 

opportunity cost valuations might be helpful in dealing with this problem. 

vie believe that real progress to-vrard a common understanding of the measurement 

and compaTison of milita~J expenditures could be made through careful ex~~ination 

of these questions. In doing this~ I mic;ht acl.d, it -vrould not be necessaTy to have 

specific new statistical data about any country- r s mili tar;y spending. 
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(Hr. J:.fartin 2 United States)· 

N'y delegationwould·welcome specific suggestions concerning procedUres for 

organizing vmrk along these lines. \tie 8'.1ggest as one possibility an informal 

meeting vrith e::ll.-fierts, perhaps early in .our next session; to' work tov1ard solutions 

of the conceptual:problems I have mentioned~ An alternative approach would be to 

organize a study by ru~ ad hoc group of governmental experts under CCD auspices. 

Such a "tlroup coUld be . chargecl '\vi th 'preparing proposals for resolving some of the . 

problems and recommending a cou:tse of future action~· 
. !' 

The approach of the· group ·might be st:ruchrrect along the· following lines. 

First, it ·~iould be important to search out and analyse the studies and reports 

published "ih various countries. ·In addition to the ~ceport of the United Nations 
\ 

eJ..rpert s ~- extensive· vrork 1-rhich may s"till be relevant was done by the Lea.3Ue of 

Nations, for example. Thei·e :_is also a 1973 ·BIPRI report on the Heaning and 

Measurement of £1'".tili tary · Expeh~_itiu:es. Secondly, expert's might submit c.letailecl 

technical 1vorking papers on such top~cs as: (a) tli.e purpose and objectives- of the 

study; :(b) basic approaches to technical problems such as classification ·criteria 

and iridex number .:fo:L'"'llulae; (c) the formulation of -tentative models ru~d standarC!s; 

and (d) the evaluation of tentative models in the light of national conditions 

and'policies. This last topic "\vohlcL talce account ·of such factors as a nation's 

system·of statistics and accounts; financial and pricing practices, and economic 

principles~ 

Finally,; proceeding from an· examination· of the various technical problems, 

the group sh6UJ.a_ inal::e ~·· uhere ·possible, tecommenclations on 11ow· ue might best 

meas;ure ancl compare :the military spendiv_g of va:rious countries. This objective 

should be a realistic one in this basic and relatively tractable aspect of 
' studying militar-j expenditure limHations. ·on: other issues·, the recommendations 

might point out \vays by \•Thlch further prog-..cess can be made. ·Success in this . 

effort ·would fd:Lin a basis for proceeding"to similar efforts on the other major 

'issues involved. 

I urge our colleagi..l.es here in the· Committee to give serious conside·ration tb 

these 'suggestions. · t·J"e. look for\va:td to :hearin& from other delegations· in the ·-vreeks . \ . 

ahead. ' I expect· to return to this subject at a later· date.:· 

.: .. 
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---· ·- --------------

Mr. YUNUS (Pakistan)g First of all, we welcome Mrs. Thorsson, the 

distinguished Under-Secretary of State of the Swedish Foreign Office. Her presence 

in our midst is no less inspiring than her eloquence. Her words fortify us in the 

belief that the common interest of mankind as a whole must eventually prevail. 

We should also like to extend our "Yrelcome to our new colleagues from Egypt and 

Ethiopia, Ambassador Osman and Ambassador Berhanu. My delegation looks forward to 

co-operating with them in our work in this Committee. 

Secondly, we should like to e~~ress our appreciation to those countries which 

sent their experts to Geneva for the informal meetings of this Committee on the arms 

control implications of peaceful nuclear explosions. We have already seen ho1-r much 

their participation in these discussions has contributed to the identification of 

issues as wel:L.as the approaches which may be adopted in tackling them. This should 

make it pqssible· for this Committee to submit a me?J1ingful report to the 

Ge~eral Assembly in pursuance of resolution 3261 D (XXIX). 

As regards our views, we believethat the complexity of the quest}on of peaceful 

nuclear·explosions results from the existence of two distinct and at times 

conflicting points of view. 

The first is that the harnessing of nuclear energy seems to be the threshold of 

a new future for mankind. This angle of vision suggests that we celebrate this 

discovery, that we mruce it a common heritage of man and that we ensure a rapid 

development and ap:~:>lication of nuclear tec~1.nology in order to mruce human life ever 

more productive and worth living. Institutes of nuclear technology throughout the 

vmrld and the application of nuclear powei" to an increasing number of peaceful uses 

testify to the validity of this view. 

But this is not the view which led to nuclear explosions. The exigencies of 

war and weaponry were· responsible for that. Ever since then it has been difficult, 

if not impossible, to disSO(;{ate nuclear development from weapon development. But 

for this inextricability of nuclear terror from nuclear bliss, there would be no issue 

to be designatedas the question of peaceful nuclear explosions. In essence, 

therefore, the issue is not ~ why have peaceful nuclear explosions? It is rather 

why have nuclear explosions at all? Today the answer to this question is related to 

war, not to peace -- to weapons rather than to economic development. As long as nuclear 

explosive technology occupies the central place in global strategy, the non-nuclear

weapon States will continue to be faced with difficult and unfair choices. They will 

consequently continue to adopt tentative and at times hard-to-explain decisions. 
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(Mr. Yunus Pakistan) 

... This i.s the. situation that, in the viev·l of my delegation, engages our attention 

in tl:tis Committee. AU that the internatio:q.al community has so far been trying to do 

is to bring a regime into existence that is 9 in effect, based on the assumption that 

nuclear .. explosive technology is potentialJ,y a good thing but it is too dangerous for 

everybody to have, Let there be then some who-develop this technology and keep it 

under control while the qthe:cs ·should receive its benefits only under specified 

conditions .. in the form of p0aceful nuclear explosions. We have always had serious. 
-

doubts regarding the rational as well as the long-term feasibility of this concept. 

Short of other choices, however 9 we have been willing to accept a world view 

which, in orde;17_ to preclude a proliferation of nuclear weapons, draws a line at a 

certain number of- nuclear Powers, rolls back the tide of nuclear weapons and 

;internationalizes nuclear explosions for such uses as may be internationally agreed 

.\lpon as economically viable and profitable on balance with the undeniablJI' counter-

productive results of. nuclear .. _ explosions~ De,spite doubts, we have hoped that 'this. 

plan would succeed •... But we find oursel.'{-e~ constrained by facts, objective 

considerations ru1d prospective developments to consider that what is actually 

happening· does not al togetper. testify to. such a. result. 

I do not wish to discuss the reasons wby this is so, because it is impossible 

to produce a.n agreed ver1;1io:q_ of those reasons. And. yet we all know, even in our own 

individual, and at .times irreconcilable assessment, \..rhat at least some of those 

reasons are • · Let· me therefore explain how, in our opinion, 'the world vJ.e\v I just 

mentioned remains short of realization. 

First,. the element that seeks. to put a stop to the membership of the so-called 

nuclear club has already gone overboard, and there is no v-.ray ·of ascertaining where 

it will end. Every State. that. turns nuclear can consider itself as only one more 

out of a very large_ number pf States to enter the club. But this is like the first 

drop of a. rain. Just as you c~ not stop the rain by running after the drops, so 

you can not stop pro1iferati.on by .merely counting those who have already gone ~uci~B:.r. 

Eyen if the present number of .States in the world is not as baffling as the number of 

rain drops, the number o;f factors involved in the phenomenon is certainly .so. 

Secondly, the e.le.ment that seeks to roll back the tide of nuclear weapons is not 
·.· .. 

only far-fro~ realization b11.t has_hardly beg'lln to take shape. The ti.de I have 
' referred .. to has certainly not been rolled back even if one is willing to accommodate 

the view that it has decreased. From here to nuclear disarmament is a way t'oo long 

to be covered through the ~nstrumentality of measures that we have so far 

contemplate d. 
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(Mr. Yunus Pakistan) 

Thirdly, the element of effective internationalization of nuclear explosions for 

peaceful purposes is also far short of the mark because, in the existing circumstances, 

nuclear explosions can not be truly internationalized, leave alone their economic 

viability or their utilization for agreed uses on balance with other crucial 

considerations. Nothing has happened so far to discourage the belief that a. day 

will have to come when nuclear explosions are totally bru1ned and nuclear weapons 

destroyed not unlike some or the other weapons of cruel mass destruction against 

which the human conscience has already revolted. 

For the ·sake of this belief itself, however, we need a modus vivendi. It is in 

this spirit that we have consistently recognized all constructive efforts that have 

been made to that end. But we have not been able to escape from the conclusion that 

the modus vivendi that has so far been used has suffered from a. lack of true efficacy. 

I nee-d not dwell here upon the impact which this has had upon my country. This has 

been done before here as vrell as in other forums by our representatives more 

qualified to do so than myself. 

What I wish to say is that, if the international community intends to benefit 

from past experience, it stands clearly in need of new initiatives. Such 

initiatives need not bypass or disregard the existing ones which have after all helped 

us to cover part of the way. All that we say is that more needs to be done and 

rather urgently. 

While the existing efforts for achieving a comprehensive test ban and the 

limitation of nuclear weapons would undoubtedly continue, hopefully with a redoubled 

zeal on the part of the nuclear-weapon States, a fresh series of efforts should be 

made, principally by the non-nuclear-1-reapon States, to create such conditi'ons in the 

world as would discourage the production of nuclear weapons by curtailing the 

advantages, real or imagined, tactical or strategic, of the possession of nuclear 

weapons. The creation of nuclear-weapon-free zones is an appropriate example of 

such an endeavour. The increasing implementation of this concept, which depends in 

the first instance on the non-nuclear-weapon States, will p·rogressively decrease the 

areas on the globe where the possession of nuclear vmapons provides certain assured 

advantages. This is a step that the non-nuclear-weapon States can themselves take. 

If they do not take it, they should not pass the entire blame on to nuclear-weapon 

States. 
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.I (Mr. Yunus, Pakistan)' 

• :·.
1 :~ :· :~~~~~ ~-Pfla~r~·:·:.:the creation of nuclear-weapon-free zones by the non-nuclear-vreap·on 

,. . . 

States, inte~?J,cts with:the l-imitation of nuclear weapons by the nuclear....;v.rea1;6n ·Powers. 

While prpgreSS .in limi;tatibn:' 'Of 'nuClear T,veapOnS Can ,undOUbtedly, C9~~0J,idate the 

contip.u~p. ·absence of iptEn1tioii.-.::'on: the part of non-'nuclear-weapon St~tes t~ produc·e. 
. ' 

or to ~cquire nucl·ear· .weapons·; 'tn~ progresSive application of. the·· nuclear-,weapon.::..free·· · 
' • ' , • .• • ' 1 ••. I , ' 

zones . conc!i3Pt . can 9E)rtainly provide a discouraging· factor for the nuclear arms race:- ' . .. . . . . 

~ong the: nuclear-weapon Pov,re:i:'s~ .·. · ~ rli~re familiar words~ whi;J.,e. the first element .. 

discourag~s horizontal proliferatio!i:;· t.he second .v.rill discourage ver~ical .. 

proliferation .. §llld both. of· them t'cikeri 'to·gether · apd supported by the No:p.:..:pyolifl3ration . 
. -~ . . : -- :>-\; . . - - ' . . . : . ~ 

Treaty mp.y. proyiq~ a new. orientat-i'o:ti: which is f:!O~ely needed. May. Lsay thaj;. a partial 
. . .. . .. . . . . ' :· ... :'· ' ' . . . . 

approfl,ch to ~y o.f-these;elemei-J:ts rnay:not'··~uccke.d evEm_par~~CJ.~ly_. Ins~ea~ i~ may c:nJ.ly. 

cont~ibu~e to .the. fa-ilure ·Of orie Or the 'oth~~ -~f''th~!:J8· -ele~e~ts.". 
. ~ '; . 

Reverting_ now to :peaceful nuclear· explosions in. the :(oregoing corite~t. One no 

longer need be an expert to say that· nuci~J:-· ~xplosiv~ .. technology is one and the same 

both for military. as well as p:eacefut purpose~. Th~re never was any doubt about this. 

If there w~_s. any,. it is now rio more; MY-firs't submissior;t; ther~fore9 is ·t'ha.t this be.· 

treated as no~hing less than -a ·monierit of t;.ut:h' .ior '.th~_(:i~n~ral Assembly this ~ear. It 

should be sa;. for the peoples' ·6f' the vrorld a t'Iai-g~ .mu$t know, .clearly without ~y 
' . . ' • I 

doubt, that the .nuclear gi.arit has -two' ·:readily ·changeable~ faces _..:. on~- .of unprecedented 
. . - . . . ' . ' ·, . . ~ :. ' . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . .. . 

terror and the ot:b,er o-f equal:ty promisin-g bliss and that the mechanis~ f.();r this ominous 
' • ; )- •. ··; , . . . - . 'I-... :.~·;:.,:_\:,,': :. ,' :: 

changeability -resides nat in nuclei'fr energy per se but in nuclea:r-.. eJQp],osi()ns. --- . • , .. 
~: ~ ; 

Already Jn several countries~ :Po:Pui&- oppo'siti~~ to nu6l~ar explosign~·.'k.c't.s a:::r"a: ...... : 

bar to t4e EtSpala~ion of nuclear explosive. technolo~. . ;~~; ,Gener:C?-1 Asf?embly should. ·· .. ' .. 
.. ·._\_;_ '. . :· . .. . . : .. 

this year ad.op:t_ such meaimres··as would' h~ig:hteri'" this -~onsciousness .. t.l+r:.ougho:t;l.t the .... 

wor1~. For,i t::·will ·,be' thrmigh ·the' aroused iridi~~tiori. of the pe.bp~e tnat .th,e nuclear'' ... , 

game in ':fhich ·Governments are ·caught \ip vcilti~tarily -~; other~;ise -~ill :~e.' b~~~~ht· to-'·an 
"; .. 

end. : ·, .·:·:'·."·· 

JY"Jy se.cohd submission in this ·regard ·pert~ in~ .··to' ~b.~ acc~;te~ view that -·.the 

question ~hether_~ a particular' applicatio'n of nucle~r· 'e?,Cpio~ive. tebbrJ.ol~g;y: i_s, peaceful· 

or 1orarlik:.e. is ,a matter that· depends on the ~ims ~nd object~ves of the user State •. , Tb;e . 

pacific quality of aims--and objective~ is by,its.very natu,re a ve:py ':highly relative as 

well as su'Qj,e.ct,i.ve faCtor. it is epi to1Jlize.d by· the slmpl_~ illust:r;q,tion th~t tp,e 

defeating o:f: an enemy ban be re~sonab'ly argued t'o be -~ action designed to resto:r:e 

peace and tranquillity. The paradox of war and peace can hardly be resolved as long 

as sovereign nations justify their actions to thf!mselves on the basis of their o1om 

·.:.•. 
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vital interests irrespective of the interests of others. Let us~ therefore, not place 

too much emphasis on the term "peaceful". The real emphasis occurs later in the 

phrase -. -· on the term "explosion" • If one has a nuclear explosion, one is already 

at the threshold of nuclear weapons. Whether one then actually produces nuclear 

weapons or not is an option to be exercised if considered necessary. Viewed in this 

light and in the context of the non-nuclear-weapon States, the question of the weapons

related benefit of peaceful nuclear explosion clearly seems to be only a jargon of 

words and verification amou.-r1ts to locking the stable after the horse has bolted. 

Interim control or safeguard measures, therefore 9 do 'not by themselves fill the 

bill. Short of a comprehensive and global nuclear regime and given the uncertainty 

that still prevails regarding the net economic advantages which can accrue from 

nuclear explosions, the most effective measure to contemplate is an agreement on 

placing a moratorium on peaceful nuclear explosions~ 

We all know that such explosions may.be a matter of general interest, if at all; 

only in a distant and much more secure future than can be foreseen at· present. Why 

should we not then agree to such a moratorium? If such an agreement is not possible, 

discussion of the arms control implications of the so-called peaceful nuclear 

explosions can serve but a limited purpose. I certainly wish these discussions 

success but cannot help feeling that the approach falls short of the mark. 

The exercise for devising methods to deny weapon~related benefits of PNEs to 

either the nuclear-weapon States or to non-nuclear-weapon States assumes that 

nuclear weapons are here. to stay at least in the foreseeable future and, therefore, an 

attempt should be made to ensure that non-nuclear-weapon States do not acquire nuclear 

weapons and nuclear-weapon States do not produce more sophisticated nuclear weapons. 

There is nothing wrong vli th this exercise, but how are those for whose benefit this 

exercise is designed to rely on the chances of its success? With the multiplication 

of atomic reactors and breeders throughout the world and with the reduction of the 

cost factor in nuclear explosive technology, one cannot avoid the conclusion that 

the exercise may. amount to nothing more than an attempt to seal the punctures in a 

rubber balloon while the pressure of air in it continues to increase. Let us be 

clear about one thing 9 and that is that the greater the pressure of the air which is 

trapped in the balloon, the more terrible the explosion when it can no longer be 

controlled. 
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This picture deteriorates further when the States which have to contemplate the 

likelihood of the failure of this exercise, begin to provide for that eventuality. 

The consequent national constraints in those States need no elaboration. Arid yet 

these must be clearly recognized because no S·!;ate will desist from any· act that is 

essential for its self-preservation in such a situation. The recognition of this 

factor is indispensable in order that international efforts get under way to provide 

for it. 

MY delegation represents a country which is not a party to the Non-Proliferation 

Treaty. To us the weaknesses of the existing non-proliferation regime appear in 

focus in the context of the arms control implications of peaceful nuclear explosions. 

If we are not a Party to the Non-Proliferation Treaty, it does not mean that we are 

not interested in strengthening the non-proliferation regime. On the contrary, our 

interest in strengthening this regime is the reason why we have taken this opportunity 

t'o put forward a few suggestions today. If these ideas succeed in provoking some 

thought, our purpose shall have been amply served. 

The meeting rose at 11.35 a.m. 
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